Welcome to...
ANYWHERE
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Anywhere from On, brings something totally new to Mobile
with multi-network connections, live failover between
networks based on signal strength and fully compliant call
and text message recording.
Anywhere introduces Hosted Mobile into the On portfolio. You have one multinetwork SIM card. This maintains a permanent connection to the cloud-based OnPhone Hosted Telephony platform. The SIM constantly switches to the strongest
mobile signal. Whats more, the service isfully compliant with both the existing PCI
and the new MiFID II compliance standards coming into force in 2018.

Making mobiles an extension of your company telephone system
As a stand-alone mobile solution, or as part of a company
wide deployment of the On-Phone hosted telephony platform,
your mobile has never been more versatile.
Uniquely the multi-network SIM can use 01, 02, 03, 08
numbers, and tier one 07 numbers with full number porting, both
in & out.
A mobile or remote worker can appear to be at a desk in
the head office with a DDI, without forwarding or other rules
having to be applied.

When making a call or using data, the multi-network SIM
connects to the strongest available signal in that area. If the call
drops due to poor signal or mobile mast over-subscription, then the
SIM connects to the next strongest available network and the call
can be redialled and continued.
Regardless of network used, you receive one bill, for a fixed
price, directly from On-Phone.
Connection agreements with O2, Vodafone and EE, ensure
you have fantastic UK coverage. With even more networks to come!

Who needs Anywhere?
The On-Mobile Anywhere service integrates fully with the
On-Phone telephone system. This means that lone workers,
care workers, doctors, emergency services, solicitors,
financiers and field engineers using mobile phones have the
security and benefits that your office based workers have.
In addition, you can take up the option to have all their calls
and SMS messages recorded, providing full PCI and MiFID II
compliance.
The On-Mobile Anywhere platform is the perfect tool to
evidence legal submissions, verbal agreements, payment
handling and to provide staff/customer protection.

Anywhere standard tariffs
Anywhere offers you all the benefits of Hosted
Telephony brought to your mobile device.
The bundles include shared usage. For example;
10 users on 'Anywhere 1' have a total company
bundle of 10,000 minutes, 10,000 SMS and 10GB of
shared data!
Anywhere tariffs are based on a 36 month contract to be inline with our hosted
telephony systems standard 3 year licensing. Other contract lengths are available
from 30 day rolling to 12 and 24 months.

Low rate international calls though
hosted platform
All minutes, SMS & data are pooled
and shared amongst users
Add compliant lifetime recording
for just £4.00* per month per user
PCI and MiFID II compliant recording
for £4.00* per month per user
Full analytics and user control
through web portal

Anywhere 1
1000 Minutes
1000 Texts
1GB Data
59 Day call &
SMS records

£20.65 Per Month*

Anywhere 4
1000 Minutes
1000 Texts
4GB Data
59 Day call &
SMS records
£28.15 Per Month*

*Prices shown are based on a 36 month contract and are Ex. VAT
Each connection is subject to a £15 activation fee

